
Grade 3 PACE Math Grade 3 PACE Math

Student Student 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking T1 T2 T3 Operations and Algebraic Thinking T1 T2 T3
Use strategies and properties to fluently multiply and divide within 
100

Use strategies and properties to fluently multiply and divide within 
100

Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems Use multiplication and division within 100 to solve word problems

Solve multi-step, whole- number word problems using the four 
operations

Solve multi-step, whole- number word problems using the four 
operations

Write equations for word problems with unknown quantities. Write equations for word problems with unknown quantities.

Numbers and Operations in Base Ten T1 T2 T3 Numbers and Operations in Base Ten T1 T2 T3
Add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using the standard 
algorithm

Add and subtract multi-digit whole numbers using the standard 
algorithm

Round whole numbers using place value Round whole numbers using place value

Multiply multi-digit whole numbers without using the standard 
algorithm

Multiply multi-digit whole numbers without using the standard 
algorithm

Divide whole numbers without using the standard algorithm Divide whole numbers without using the standard algorithm

Read, write, round, and compare decimals to hundredths Read, write, round, and compare decimals to hundredths

Numbers and Operations- Fractions T1 T2 T3 Numbers and Operations- Fractions T1 T2 T3
Identify and represent equivalent fractions and  using various 
models

Identify and represent equivalent fractions and  using various 
models

Reason about and compare fractions with like and unlike 
denominators

Reason about and compare fractions with like and unlike 
denominators

Add and subtract fractions with like denominators Add and subtract fractions with like denominators

Measurement and Data T1 T2 T3 Measurement and Data T1 T2 T3
Tell and write time to the nearest minute Tell and write time to the nearest minute

Estimate and measure liquid volumes and masses of objects Estimate and measure liquid volumes and masses of objects

Show data on line plots, bar graphs, and picture graphs Show data on line plots, bar graphs, and picture graphs

Measure lengths to the nearest fourth of an inch Measure lengths to the nearest fourth of an inch

Convert units within a single system of measurement Convert units within a single system of measurement

Solve problems involving perimeter and area Solve problems involving perimeter and area

Geometry T1 T2 T3 Geometry T1 T2 T3
Classify and draw figures based on their attributes Classify and draw figures based on their attributes

Measure and draw angles using a protractor Measure and draw angles using a protractor

Achievement is affected by lack of fact fluency (x) Achievement is affected by lack of fact fluency (x)

Key:/ = not assessed this trimester Key:/ = not assessed this trimester
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